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PORTRAIT SESSION:  
$350

. 1-1.5 hours 
. Up to 5 people, immediate 

family
. $25 each additional person  

. Outfit change  
. Two locations

. Fully edited online proofing 
gallery from which to choose 

your favorites
. Includes 3 complimentary digital 

images
. Additional product sold 

separately

URBAN SENIOR SESSION:  
$450

. 2-2.5 hours
. Multiple downtown Chicago 

locations
. Several outfit changes

. Fully edited online proofing 
gallery from which to choose 

your favorites
. Includes 5 complimentary digital 

images
. Additional product sold 

separately
. Travel/parking fee additional

HEADSHOTS:  
$300

. 30-60 minute session with 
optional outfit change

. On location or in studio
. Fully edited online proofing 
gallery from which to choose 

your favorites
. Includes 3 fully edited, high 

resolution images
. Additional images and prints 

available at additional cost

Please note that prints, products, and additional digital images (with the 
exception of the specified, included digitals) are sold separately and will be 

available for purchase when your gallery is complete and delivered. 

It typically takes 21 business days for your online proofing gallery to be 
delivered.

During your session, you are given my full attention 
to detail, posing and creative ideas.

We will have fun working together to create images 
that work just for you!

Depending on the type of session you’re interested in, there will be a creative 
fee due at the time of booking. The creative fee includes the session itself, any 
pre-session planning, editing time and assistance in helping you choose your 

images and product when your proofing gallery becomes available.

Session Details

Extras!

Do you have multiple locations in mind? 
Do you have a creative idea that you want to pursue? 

Perhaps it includes light trails, composite work, flying paper, or just something 
that will take more than the allotted time (believe me, the time goes fast!). 

Please let me know so that we can create something together. 
.Additional shoot time starts at $150/hr.

.Composite work starts at $150
Travel fee added when location is over 15 miles from 60565 zipcode

.Starting at $35



Why print 
when we 
live in a 
digital 
age?

When you 
schedule a 
photoshoot 
with me, 
I have something very specific in 
mind - a collection of beautiful 
photos that will be valuable to you. I 
specifically shoot with collections and 
wall art in mind. Printing your photos 
is very important to me and I want my 
clients to see the value in it too! 

*Landscape wall art is a separate price list.

Posting your photos on 
social media is great.

 

but it’s almost 
instantly 
forgotten, 
no matter how many likes it’s received. 
How often do you go back through 
your feed to look at your photos? 
Putting it on your walls or in albums 
allows you to enjoy it everyday. 



Single   $65 
5   $260 (20% savings)  
10   $390 (40% savings) 
Entire Gallery  $490 (over 75% savings)
Entire Gallery   $550 includes 4x6 lustre prints of the entire gallery 

Lustre Prints  

full resolution digital files

2.25 x 3.25  $12
(4 Wallets)
4x6   $4
5x7   $12

Low reslution digitals included for prints 8x10 and larger, 
suitable for social media sharing.

There is no minimum purchase required nor any obligation to print through 
Jean-Renée Photography. however, 

photo quality is not guaranteed if printed elsewhere. 
If you choose to print on your own, Jean-Renée Photography only 

recommends Mpix.com.

Products

8x10   $40 
8x12   $40
11x14   $49
16x20   $65
16x24   $73
20x30   $85
24x36   $125



8x10   $65
8x12   $72
10x10   $67
12x12   $82
11x14   $110
12x18   $120

Metal prints (Glossy or Satin finish)  (float mount included)

Gallery Wrap Canvas (1.5 in.)

Additional sizes available upon request

https://jean-renee.com/

8x10   $89
8x12   $125
10x10   $130
12x12   $140
11x14   $158
12x18   $170

16x16   $175
16x20   $190 
16x24   $205
20x30   $310
24x36   $360
30x40   $560
40x60   $975

12x24   $157
16x20   $162
16x24   $195
20x30   $270
24x36   $420
30x40   $590

Per request  $125 

HD Slideshow video



Albums & Image Boxes
When you must 
have all of the 
photos from 
your session, 
there’s no better way to showcase 
your photos than in a custom made 
photo album! Printed on premium 
quality photo paper, you will be 
proud to pass down your album for 
generations to come.

10x10   Starts at $390
12x12   Starts at $490

Photo Book (thin pages & Matte Paper)

Image boxes are my 
favorite (along with 
metals),
and are a great choice when you want the 
variety of images an album provides, but 
you  prefer to have your photos out on 
display. 

Mounted on styrene, the photos in your 
box can be displayed on the included easel 
for everyone to see. With the choice of ten 
or twenty images to fill the box, you can 
easily swap out the photo whenever the 
mood strikes!

(10) 4x6 Image Box  $135
(20) 4x6 Image Box  $225
(10) 5x7 Image Box  $205
(20) 5x7 Image Box  $350

Image Boxes

10x10   Starts at $610
12x12   Starts at $750

Photo album (thick pages & Lustre paper)


